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uch is the power of the doorway that
psychologists have recently discovered that
the very act of passing from one room into
another can have a significant effect on the
human memory — walking through a doorway
becomes an ‘event boundary’ where our minds
literally close one chapter and begin a new one.
Very often, design can work in the same way,
with the end user crossing from one type of
decor straight into another with little thought
about the intervening process.
The rise in popularity of more open-plan
living has made effective room divisions
increasingly important. Vast, sweeping,
open-plan spaces look magnificent on paper
but, in the real world, it only takes one child
to be learning the violin to reinforce the need
for some kind of separation. For interior and
furnishings designer Brian Lawrence, the
perfect solution for such circumstances is the
pocket door — a sliding door that disappears
into a concealed space, allowing rooms to
switch from open plan to divided in seconds.
‘People aren’t moving house in the present
climate. Instead they are trying to make more
space in the house they have, and double
swinging doors take up so much space that
they just don’t work,’ he says. Lawrence’s
preference, where structurally possible, is to
raise the height of the door frames ‘to allow
more architectural-looking sliding doors. If you
have nice high doors it creates a much more
spacious look.’
Helen Bygraves of Hill House Interiors has
also found pocket doors useful for concealing
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Perfection
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Designers are creating stunning
doors that make a statement or, in
the absence of doors, devising subtle
ways to separate open-plan spaces
Words KAY HILL

01 Eduardo Cardenes
created these bespoke
metal and fabric
screens that can pivot
to change the way
the room is divided.
The fabric is lit with
LEDs for added drama
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02 Albed’s Blow door
has a handle designed
as a semi-ellipse
03 Lawson Robb
created a bespoke
hammered-bronze door
to add light and interest
to this long corridor
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04 Hill House
Interiors’ Helen
Bygraves likes to use
Zen-like screens with
slats that allow light
through but create
a sense of privacy
05 Porous Design
used a TV wall to
provide privacy in a
dressing area while
still keeping the

generously sized,
open-plan feel
06 Turnstyle Design’s
Lizard Herioc door pulls
by Martin Pierce
07 Lawson Robb’s
client here was a
photographer who
wanted a bare white
room for a studio.
The screen provides
privacy and interest
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rooms that are little used. ‘There was a fashion
in Georgian times to incorporate a hideaway
room. Now, by designing an access door that
is made to look like an extension of some
rather fine mahogany panelling or an elaborate
plasterwork wall, we can create our own
contemporary interpretation,’ she says. In a
recent Hill House project, the door to a guest
bedroom was concealed within the wall of a
family living room that was clad in padded ecru
Italian leather set in dark oak.
High proscenium arches with glass sliding
doors, often controlled automatically, are
a favourite doorway solution of Christina
Fallah, of Christina Fallah Designs. ‘I try
to make the transition from room to room
seamless,’ she says. ‘When you go as high
as possible and use these very large arches,
psychologically you can almost make the
doors go away. I try not to make them look
like doors. What I try to do is to link the two
rooms so the floor finishes lead from one room
to the next.’
Gregory Phillips, of Gregory Phillips
Architects, also used sliding glass doors in
a recent project. The doors had three glazed
panels and enabled a dining area to be joined
with, or separated from, a hallway. The largely
obscured glass had horizontal stripes with
a transparent strip at head height, allowing
visitors walking into the apartment to see the
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08 Genevieve Bennett
created this sculpted
leather panel, which
can be used as a
freestanding screen or
attached to walls
09 B&B Italia’s Softwall
is a combined screen

dining table clearly. ‘When you sit down at
the dining table, however, you get the privacy
of the obscure glass,’ he explains. The same
dining room also had a large concertina door
in white leather at the threshold between
the dining area and the lounge. ‘This would
normally be open but it could be closed if you
wanted a bit more intimacy at dinner,’ he says.
Doors can certainly be a design feature in
their own right — take a look at the repertoire
of Italian company Albed, including the
recent colourful creations by designer Karim
Rashid and the sculptural Blow, for off-thepeg ideas. Alternatively, designers are using
their own skills to create beautiful bespoke
doors. For example, rather than trying to
conceal the doorway between her own kitchen
and TV room, Carolyn Parker of Carolyn
Parker Interior Design used one side of the
pocket door as a display gallery for family
photographs, while the living-room side was
papered with Andrew Martin book wallpaper
for an attractive trompe l’oeil effect.
Stephen Dick of Residence Interior Design
recently faced the challenge of creating doors
between a dressing area and a bathroom.
‘The client was keen to have them fully open
whenever possible so it was crucial that they
could recess flush into the walls at either
side,’ he says. ‘Many of the challenges of this
project were related to getting the most out of
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and storage piece,
ideal for separating
different areas
10 Carolyn Parker
used wallpaper with
a book design to turn
this doorway into a
trompe l’oeil bookcase
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a compact space, so these doors also formed a
fully mirrored wall to the dressing area when
pulled together. What was crucial was to avoid
the usual pocket-door style of ironmongery,
which requires a handle on each side of the
door and a further handle on the side to pull it
from its pocket. Six handles! This would be too
fussy and would have spoiled the look of the
mirrored doors, disrupting the view when the
mirrors are being used for dressing.’
He found the solution with a beautiful
set of handles from Spanish manufacturer
Didheya that allowed him to use a single
handle for each of the doors. ‘It’s an ingenious
handle that fits into a semi-circular section
cut out of the door. A single fitting does what
is usually only possible with three. And they
look good when the doors are drawn together:
the handles form a circle and appear as a
single entity on the mirrors, reducing to
an absolute minimum anything that could
distract you while dressing,’ he says.
Architecture and design practice Lawson
Robb has also used decorative doors to
good effect in a recent project. ‘A project
in Knightsbridge had a few
unusual internal doors
made bespoke to
solve particular
design
solutions,’
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11 Trevor Lahiff
Architects used a
sliding panel between
this bedroom and
ensuite. The panel
is covered in cashmere
walling to blend in
with the bedroom
12 Turnstyle Design’s
C1012 door handles
combine a polished
nickel body with
leather in a shade
ofchocolate brown
13 Gregory
Phillips created the
three-panel sliding
door on the right.
The panel at head
height is transparent,
while the others are
opaque to give diners
a sense of privacy
14 Hill House
Interiors’ Helen
Bygraves used
a pocket door
concealed in this
leather-clad wall to
hide a guest bedroom
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explains spokeswoman Alanna Burns. ‘The
feature piece of the design was a stunning,
full-height, panelled, three-quarter pivot door
in hammered bronze, manufactured by a local
artist. It draws the eye to the end of a dark
corridor towards the reception room. Three
mirrors were also framed in hammered bronze,
adding yet more reflected light to the poorly
lit space, while the door at the other end of the
corridor is frosted glass with a circular hole for
the handle, also designed with light in mind.’
At Curve Interior Design, Ben Clarke and
director Lucy Clarke find that clients love their
open-plan spaces and are happy to abandon
doors as much as possible. Lucy often uses
L-shaped sofas to delineate different areas.
When something slightly more solid is required,
screens can be a perfect solution. She used these
in a Mallorcan villa, where the front door opened
directly into the main reception room. ‘It’s the
place where people would usually put their keys
or pick up their post and they don’t want to be
looking at the dining table,’ says Lucy. A screen
and console table were used to create a virtual
hallway, separating the space sufficiently to
give the comfortable feeling of an entrance area
without dividing the room permanently.
Bygraves at Hill House says: ‘When
working with large, often new-build living
spaces, we like to designate areas and give
them their own distinct personality and
ambience. We love to use Zen-like screens,
which create intimate sitting and entertaining
areas. As they have open louvres, and the rest
of the room is clearly visible, it still means
they are part of the overall room scheme but

15 Curve Interior
Design used a Porada
screen and console
table to create a virtual
hall in this Mallorcan
villa, creating a place
to put keys or post

16 Residence Interior
Design’s Stephen Dick
used mirrored pocket
doors with handles
from Didheya to the
maintain the clean lines
in this dressing room
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the divides ensure the designated areas have
an unobtrusive and rather charming privacy.’
Eduardo Cardenes of Cardenes Studio is
also a fan of screens, which he used to good
effect in a recent project in London. ‘We wanted
a unique element that could add sensuality
and versatility to the space,’ he explains, ‘so
we designed a pivoting metal structure so

the screens could rotate to open or close to
create a modular space for any occasion.’ In
this instance the screens were made from a
stretched fabric, fitted with LED lights.
With space at a premium and versatility
becoming a priority in today’s interiors,
swinging doors and drab lumps of MDF are
thankfully becoming a thing of the past.

17 The Platonic
Fireplace Company’s
contemporary
fireplaces can be
used to divide
different living zones
in open-plan spaces
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